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Abstract 
Deterministic Finite Automatons (DFAs) are widely used to perform regular expression based pattern matching for 
network security. Most of DFA compression algorithms consider only one type of redundant information in DFA. 
After a comprehensive analysis of different redundancies in DFA structure, we summarize four types of redundancies 
with large compression potentials. An improved DFA method, Tag-DFA, is proposed to exploit more than one kind 
of redundancy to compress DFA transitions and a reference table is added to accelerate DFA inspection. Compared 
with a well-known algorithm D2FA, Tag-DFA achieves more than 90% compression ratio and it requries at most two 
states traversal for each character, rather than multiple default transitions in D2FA. Despite a larger contruction 
complexity than D2FA, Tag-DFA guarantees a higher throughput with less memory cost. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
Keywords: Regular expression, DFA, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) 
1. Introduction 
With rapid development, network becomes increasingly vulnerable to various threats and attacks, such 
as intrusions, worms, viruses and spam. Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) have been adopted 
by enterprises to defend against all kinds of attacks. The rich expressiveness of regular expressions makes 
it dominant in NIDS nowadays. The popular open source NIDS, Snort [1] has a large number of regular 
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expression based signatures and all of the rules in Bro [2] are written in regular expressions. For protocol 
identification, L7-filter [3] also exploits on regular expressions.  
However, regular expression based approaches such as Deterministic Finite Automatons (DFA) and 
Nondeterministic Finite Automatons (NFA) have significant computation and storage complexity. NFA 
can have multiple concurrent active states and it may bring unpredictable bandwidth costs while DFA 
needs only one state traversal to process one character at the cost of larger memory consumption. 
Comparatively, since it is hard to track multiple states simultaneously, there are not many fast NFA based 
implementations for NIDS so far. On the other hand, DFA based approaches are suitable for both software 
and hardware implementations. DFA can be easily updated by integrating new regular expressions except 
the challenge of state explosion. Snort has more than 7000 signatures and the memory size of naive DFA-
based approach is exponentially scaled in the worst case, for example,  the Snort HTTP rule set will need 
more than 15GB memory using simple DFA [4].  
In most cases, the number of states in DFA is comparable to its NFA, but given an n-state NFA, the 
upper bound of the corresponding DFA is 2n states. There are some situations like counting constraints 
with wild cards that might cause state blow-up. A lot of researches have been performed to minimize the 
memory requirements of DFAs of regular expressions or build a different kind of state machine. For 
example, approaches such as XFA [4], D2FA [5] and CD2FA [6] etc. have been proposed to compress 
memory as much as possible. However, most of these approaches just focus on one aspect and do not 
comprehensively consider all the possible redundancies in DFA. 
Networking applications are required to provide worst-case guarantees on the processing time. In order 
to be time and memory efficient, this paper focuses on DFA memory compression and its fast inspection. 
This paper has two contributions. First, we thoroughly analyze the redundancy in DFA transitions for 
further compression opportunities. Four kinds of redundancies are summarized. Second, an improved 
DFA structure called Tag-DFA is proposed by introducing some new states with tags. The new states 
represent the compressible information among multi-states. Meanwhile, tags distinguish different kinds of 
redundancies in the new states and it can obtain the next state with only one hop. Tag-DFA avoids the 
problem of multiple default paths in D2FA and it deals with all four kinds of redundancies to obtain a 
more efficient memory usage. Evaluation shows that Tag-DFA can save about 90% of memory cost 
compared with the original DFA implementation. 
This paper is organized as follows. The related works are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes 
DFA structure and blind spots of D2FA, and the redundant information of DFA are analyzed for further 
compression. Section 4 proposes a scheme called Tag-DFA. Experimental evaluation is introduced in 
Section 5. We draw our conclusion in Section 6. 
2. Related works 
In high-speed network applications, DFA is widely used to represent regular expression due to its low 
and deterministic bandwidth requirement. It has one state traversal per character for predictable running 
time, and it maintains only one active state to reduce the complexity in "per flow" network links. However, 
its prohibitive memory requirement restricts DFA’s usage for complicated rules and the combination of 
regexes. Schemes on memory usage reduction of DFAs can be classified into four categories: alphabet-
reduction like pattern rewritten, transition reduction like D2FA [5], state reduction like groupings of 
multiple regular expressions, and novel structure of DFA like XFA[4]. Most of compression schemes are 
trade-offs between memory storage and memory bandwidth requirement. 
D2FA [5] is one of the most famous approaches that have been proposed to solve this problem. It 
proposes an algorithm to compress DFA using default transition, which can reduce memory consumption 
at the cost of multiple times of accessing DFA per input character. CD2FA [6] is proposed using recursive 
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content labels to reduce the diameter bounds of D2FA to 2 with one 64-bit wide memory access. M. 
Becchi [7] proposed to limit the bound of the number of default paths in D2FA, which improves the worst 
case performance of D2FA. XFA [4] uses auxiliary memory to solve the DFA state explosion problem and 
can achieve a great reduction ratio.  However, it involves a lot of manual work, which is error-prone and 
less efficient, to deal with regex rule. 
In this paper, based on D2FA, an improved algorithm called Tag-DFA is proposed, which can obtain 
compression ratio up to 90% by the use of new states with tags to represent most of transitions. For each 
input character, Tag-DFA can perform DFA lookup within two state accesses in the worst case so that a 
line-speed and steady throughput can also be guaranteed. 
3. DFA overview and analysis of its redundant information 
3.1. An Overview of DFA  
A key problem for DFA compression is to identify which parts of DFA structure are redundant and can 
be compressed. Currently, most of algorithms perform reduction on only one specific type of redundancy 
in DFA, rather than combining different ones.  
Fig. 1 shows a traditional DFA structure and an example of basic DFA expression. Each state stores 
next hop state pointer for alphabet characters and has 256 next states and transitions for ASCII alphabet, 
which leads to large redundancy. Instead, most DFAs generators perform classifications for transitions 
with the same next hop. In Fig. 1, based on the regular expression, 256 ASCII characters are divided into 
4 classes, which efficiently reduces the memory of traditional DFAs. From experiment on L7-filter [3], 
there are only 14.625 transitions on average after character classification. 
Struct DFA_state{
RegExList *accepted_regex;
DFA_state *next_state[256];
DFA_state *failure;
}
class 1 : { ['a'-'z'] }
class 2 : { ['0'] }
class 3 : { ['@'] }
class 4 : { ['1'-'9'] }
^[a-z][a-z0-9]+@[1-9][0-9]+
Fig. 1. Traditional DFA state and an example of DFA classification 
However, memory cost is still very large even by using this method. Take 104 protocols in L7-filter as 
an example, they have 11499 states, and 791153 transitions without any combinations. Even with a 
conservative estimation, it still requires 12.6Mbits, and it does not consider the geometric series increase 
of states as well as the transitions for multiple regulation combinations. Consequently, DFA compression 
becomes very important, and we focus on transitions compression for DFA. 
3.2. Further exploration of redundant information in DFA 
We analyze which part of DFA can be compressed. As an example in Fig. 2, we choose state 3072 and 
3074 in the DFA generated by “imesh” protocol in L7-filter, where “d => s” means jumping into next 
state “s” after identifying character class “d”. The compressible information will be classified into four 
groups based on DFA properties, and they can be compressed separately. In Fig. 2, groups are marked 
using different colors in DFA table: black for Group 1, bold italic purple for Group 2, shadowed red for 
Group 3 and underlined orange for Group 4. In this example, D2FA compression belongs to Group 2, 
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which can replace 4 italic transitions of state 3072 with one default transition; in fact, based on analysis 
below, the 21 transitions in state 3072 can be compactly represented using only 5 transitions. It can 
largely increase the compression ratio for state 3072 from 14.3% to 76%. 
Fig. 2. Traditional DFA state and an example of DFA classification: (a) transitions in state 3072, (b) transitions in state 3074
3.2.1. Group 1: Transitions of the Same state to the Same next state (TSS) 
Some transitions in one state have the same next state, denoted by TSS or intra-state similarity. A 
default transition can be used for reduction. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 3(a) for state 3072, the black 
transitions can be omitted by referring to the default transition. 
3.2.2. Group 2: Transitions of Different states to the Same next state (TDS) 
State 3072 and state 3074 have several similar transitions marked in purple, which have the same next 
hop states for same input characters and can also be compressed. This redundancy is denoted by TDS or 
inter-state similarity. Purple italic transitions of state 3072 in Fig. 3(a) can be replaced through another 
default transition and refer to those in state 3074. The compressed transition table is shown in Fig. 3(b).  
Fig. 3. Compression on Group 1 and Group 2 transitions: (a) reduction for Group 1 of TSS, (b) reduction for Group 2 of TDS 
3.2.3. Group 3: Transitions whose next states have Linear relations with Current State ID (TLCS) 
For red transitions 11 and 18, although they point to different next states, there are some underlying 
connections between them. Their next states have linear relationship with current state, that is 3074-3072 
= 251-249 = 3103-3101 = 2. The difference of current states is the same as that of next states for some 
transitions. This property can also be exploited for compression, by only storing the difference. After this 
process, transitions 11 and 18 of different states point to the same value, as shown in Fig. 4(a); thus they 
are similar to those in Group 2, and can be further compressed. 
Fig. 4. Transformation of transitions for further compression: (a) Group 3 transitions, (b) Group 4 transitions 
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3.2.4. Group 4: Transitions whose next states have Linear relations with the most popular Next State of 
current state (TLNS) 
Some transitions have linear relations with the most popular next state. For instance, the next states of 
transitions 0 and 6 have linear relations with their current most popular next state, that is 1505-
1506=1724-1725; 1507-1506=1726-1725. If we only preserve the difference, transitions 0 and 6 of 
different states will point to the same value, as shown in Fig. 4(b); thus they are similar to those in Group 
2 and can be further compressed. 
4. Tag-DFA algorithm 
D2FA has a drawback which restricts its utilization. For each byte to be matched, it would visit more 
than one state along the default path, which greatly limits the worst case throughput of. Generally, there is 
a tradeoff between throughput and compression ratio. If we want to achieve both sides, new element 
should be imported. In this section, we propose a scheme called Tag-DFA to reduce more redundancies of 
traditional DFA. By introducing a few new states with tags, Tag-DFA can achieve a comparative high 
compression ratio while has little side effect on its throughput. 
4.1. An overview of Tag-DFA structure 
The above mentioned four kinds of redundancies in DFA have never been considered together, and we 
intend to merge them into one scheme to increase the compression ratio. This scheme targets at reducing 
redundancy as much as possible and solving the problem of multiple default paths in D2FA.  
Fig. 5. An example of Tag-DFA 
Fig. 5 shows Tag-DFA states for the example above. A new state is introduced to represent 
compressible information among multiple states. Meanwhile, tag is used to distinguish different kinds of 
redundancy in new state and indicates how to get the next state within one hop. The base table records the 
most popular next hop state for each state. The meanings of tag bits are shown in Table 1, each of which 
represents one of the 4 kinds of redundancies in Section 3.This example can be extended that multiple 
states can be grouped using one new state to store common compressible information.  
The use of tags have two advantages: first, it gains a good compression performance; second, the 
throughput of DFA matching in worst case will have a lower bound by introducing new states. It accesses 
at most two states for each byte and only access one state in other situations. 
Table 1. Meaning of tags in Tag-DFA 
Tag Meanings 
00 Next state is current value (TDS) 
11 Next state is value in Base table (TSS)
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01 Next state is sum of current value and current state value(TLCS) 
10 Next state is sum of current value  and value in base table (TLNS)
Besides, Tag-DFA maintains the basic architecture of DFA. A comparison between DFA and Tag-
DFA is illustrated in Fig. 6, where part of transitions of state S and state M defaultly refer to state new.
Fig. 6. Comparison of DFA and Tag-DFA: (a) traditional DFA, (b) Tag-DFA 
4.2. Construction procedure of Tag-DFA 
Suppose that states with the same character class set can be grouped to produce a new state. All the 
states in DFA are partitioned according to its character classes. The construction of Tag-DFA includes the 
initialization of a new state with tags and the elimination for the redundancies of TSS, TDS, TLCS and 
TLNS one by one. 
In particular, first, the new state is initialized with all of transitions in the new state pointing to state 0, 
and the tag value for each transition is initialized to 11. A default transition to the new produced state is 
added for the states in the same group. Second, for each state, the most popular next state is found to be 
stored in base table and transitions to this state are eliminated, as shown in Group 1. Third, for all states in 
a group, if there are transitions of different states to the same next state with the same transition label, 
they can also be eliminated. Besides, the corresponding transitions in the new state are set to this next 
state value and their tag values are set to 00, as shown in Group 2. 
Fourth, for certain input labels, if all of transitions under this input label in one group point to the same 
next hop state, these transitions can also be eliminated by setting their tag values to 01. The corresponding 
transitions in the new produced state point to the values of next states subtracting the value of current 
state, as shown in Group 3. Finally, for certain input labels, if all the next states of transitions under this 
input label in one group have linear relations with current state ID, they can be eliminated by setting tag 
to 10. The corresponding transitions in the new produced state point to the values of next states 
subtracting the value of current most popular next state, as shown in Group 4. 
5. Experiment Evaluation 
We use L7-filter [3] rule set for the evaluation, which contains 104 rules.  The total transitions number 
of the 104 rules is 791153. Table 2 shows the performance evaluation of Tag-DFA. It considers multiple 
redundant situations in design. Hence, it can obtain more than 90% compression ratio compared with 
traditional D2FA algorithm. Meanwhile, the number of new produced states is controlled in a low range, 
99 and 106, smaller than 1% of total DFA states. 
Table 2. Compression performance of Tag-DFA with different tags 
Comparisons DFA Tag-DFA  
(Tags =00 or 11) 
Increase/Decrease 
Ratio to DFA 
Tag-DFA  
(Tags=00, 01, 10, 11) 
Increase/Decrease 
Ratio to DFA 
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states 11499 11499+99=11598 1% 11499+106=11605 1% 
transitions 791153 76618 90.3% 59557 92.5% 
We also calculate the compression ratio of big DFAs for comparison. We choose the largest 20 DFAs 
out of 104 rules in L7-filter. Suppose there are within 5 default paths in D2FA, we compare the average 
compression ratios in Table 3 with 20 big DFAs. 
Table 3. Compression ratio of D2FA and Tag-DFA with big DFAs 
Methods D2FA Tag-DFA(00,11) Tag-DFA(00,01,10,11) 
Comparison ratio 67.59% 73.46% 78.57% 
For largest 20 DFAs in L7-filter, D2FA and Tag-DFA can both obtain a good compression ratio. 
Especially for Tag-DFA, it gains the more compression ratio than D2FA with a default path length of 5, 
while the searching cost equals to D2FA with default path length of 1. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we analyze different kinds of redundancies for further compression. An improved 
algorithm Tag-DFA is proposed, which maintains a base table that stores the most frequent next state for 
each state. States are classified into groups and a new state is introduced for each group. The new state 
has a tag for each input labels to identify which kind of redundancy it belongs to and how to obtain its 
next state. Most transitions in traditional DFA can be replaced by introducing a default transition pointing 
to new produced state. Experiment show that Tag-DFA can achieve more than 90% compression of 
transitions in DFA with smaller than 1% of additional new states. Besides, it need only one default 
transition rather than multiple number of default transitions in D2FA.
For Tag-DFA, the future work is to find an efficient method to partition DFA states into groups in 
order to maximize the compression ratio. We also want to discover more potential redundant aspects, and 
combine them into one approach smoothly for further improvement on compression of DFA memory 
consumption. 
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